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Different communities



For each submission, 
the PRL editor looks for 
at least one of these:

substantial advance 
opening of a new area of research
solution to a critical outstanding problem 
singular appeal to all physicists



In other words, 
“Why not a specialized journal?”



With any submission, 
the author presumably expects 

rapid, fair review
validation
exclusivity
highlighting
wide visibility

… if the decision is positive. 



Many PRLs 
are rejected 
without 
external 
review
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The physicist’s 
communication 

gap!



Omit 
needless 
words.

http://www.bartleby.com/141/

http://www.bartleby.com/141/


“Try to leave out the part 
that readers tend to skip.”

Elmore Leonard



The photoluminescence spectra of an isolated carbon nanotube 
shifts when it encapsulates colloidal ZnS quantum dots.

The measured PL spectra of a single one-micron-long 
SWCNT that encapsulates a chain-like agglomeration of 

colloidal ZnS QDs appear to be shifted with respect to 
PL spectra recorded for an empty SWCNT. 

Keep it simple.
The measured PL spectra of a single one-micron-long 

SWCNT that encapsulates a chain-like agglomeration of 
colloidal ZnS QDs appear to be shifted with respect to 

PL spectra recorded for an empty SWCNT. 



The introduction at least should 
be accessible to a physicist who is 

not in your field.



Adequately reference previous 
publications — be generous.

Cite current related work.
Avoid unnecessary self citations.

Do not over cite!

Reference generously.



Ask a colleague — a physicist not in 
your field — to read the paper.

Impressions matter, 
first impressions matter more.

Simplicity. 
Grammar. 

Spelling.



  
Why this journal?
What did you do?

Which referees should and should 
not the editors consult?

Are there competing papers/groups?

The cover letter.



Justification: 
Why are you submitting to this 

journal? Short and precise.



Readers are busy and will often look only 
at the abstract (maybe just the title), 

introduction, figures, conclusion, and 
references. 

“Cut to the chase”.



  

Keep it short!
Respond to referee reports in detail.

Be polite.
Describe revisions.

Do make confidential comments to the 
editors if needed.

The resubmission letter.



Sleep on it. 
Be collegial.

A resubmission letter that’s longer than
the paper is suspect.

A paper should make a better case for itself 
than the resubmission letter.

Responding to reports.



Almost always … 
It is in your interest more than 
anyone else’s that the paper is 

published in the journal to 
which you submitted it.

Make things as easy as you can 
for the editors, the referees, 

and the readers.



Sam Goudsmit on statistical justice 
in the review process

“Over the years, if you submit enough 
manuscripts, your acceptance rate will be just 

about what you deserve.”

Laurence Passell, Physics Today, March 1988



Peer review remains important.

arXiv:1403.3985



The press and the public does 
not discover your paper by 

accident. 

Highlighting



• Manuscript PDF Downloads (relative to average PRL): 
– Any Highlight: 2.5×
– Viewpoint:  3× 

• Press coverage: 
– Any Highlight:  40%
– Viewpoint:  60% 

• Citations (relative to average PRL): 
– Any Highlight: 2.5×
– Viewpoint: 3× 

Metrics for highlighted papers



How do you make 
your paper stand 

out?

How do you make 
your paper stand 

out?



Thank you!


